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GREENEST GARDEN PLANNER MANUAL

Greenest is a garden planner tool made with a lot of energy and love from Sustainable
Lands to share some knowledges for beginner’s farmers, urban farmers or any
person who would like to start a food garden in small or big places but they do not
know how to do it. This is a simple tool with free access to everyone with some basic
information of how to design according to permaculture techniques and base in
several books and internet information.

This is not a complex software, it is a excel document easy to access and play with it
for any user with basic knowledge’s of computer skills. The idea is to help people to
start growing more food and be more conscious about our planet and the way we are
living this days.
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1. REQUIREMENTS



Only Office software with excel program.

2. ELEMENTS

FIRST TAB INFO GARDEN VIEW

Here you can see all the elements of the first tab info garden.

NAME

The name will tell you if the options are for cold or warm climates.
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OPTIONS

The options will help you with the design giving you the chance to adapt the garden
in order to match the conditions of your place, especially with size (distance), how
much light do you have (light) and the access to water depending the needs of the
plants (water).

The sections (boxes) in this options will show:

FOOD: names of the types of food
PLANTING: the start and ending month when you can sow
HARVEST DAYS: the time in days when you can start harvest
GOOD ASSOCIATION: plants that can be combined in the same garden space
HARMFUL ASSOCIATION: plants that should not be combined in the same garden

space
OBSERVATIONS: some help about watering, type of soil and some other helpful

information
DISTANCE: the radius of space necessary for the plant to grow
SEASON: time during the year (summer, autumn, winter, spring)
LIGHT: light exposure necessary for the plant to grow
WATER: amount of water necessary for the plant to grow
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LEGEND

The legend explain you the symbols within the options.

SEARCHNG LOOK

Name of plant

Numbers of days
until harvest

Months to sow

Beneficial
association

Non beneficial

Space free around

associations

plants in centimeters

Helping tips

Time in the
year to sow

s
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Light exposure

Amount of water

SECOND TAB DESIGN VIEW

Here you can see all the elements of the second tab design.

FOOD AND DISTANCE

The Food section is the same list of plants as the first tab and beside of this list you
have the Distance list with a number which is the radius around the plant that must
have to grow properly. Also you have a color related to this number what show you
which circle correspond to this plant.
Distance in
Food list

centimeters (radius
around the plant)

The circle is the space required for each
plant and the color is related to the specific
plants on the list.
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EXAMPLE ONE SQUARE METRE
Here you have an example of how you can design your garden using Greenest Garden
Planner.
First you have to set how much space do you have in your garden, in this case we
will use 1m2*. Second you have to search which plants you want to grow and ensure
that is the right season, sun exposure, beneficial association and so on (all the
information on the first Tab “Info garden”). Third, for this example we will use Rucola,
Tomato and Basil. First they all grow between spring and summer season, they all
need full sun exposure, they need almost the same amount of water, they can be
harvest pretty much at the same time so it is also good for your calendar plan, and
last but very important, Tomatoes have a beneficial association with Rucola and
Basil, Rucola and Basil have no beneficial or harmful association between them so
sowing the Tomatoes in the middle make it a perfect balance. Finally you can copy
and paste the circle from each plant above the square and fits how many plant you
can have and the positions they could take to have enough space for every plant to
grow.

And there you go! Your design is ready for your garden!
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*The ratio of the measuring is 10cm = 1m.
** Remember real Radius for Rucola is 12cm, but the example and the program is in
scale 10cm= 1m.

Rucola space, radius= 1,2cm
diameter= 2,4cm
Tomatoes space, radius= 2cm
diameter= 4cm
Basil space, radius= 1cm
diameter= 2cm
Total space 10x10cm

10cm
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